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WITH THE SCAN RATE OF THE RECEIVERS, ACTUALLY THE SLOWER EFFECTIVE
SCAN RATE CREATES A VERY SERIOUS PROBLEM; THE MINIMUM AREA OF LOCATION
UNCERTAINTY WILL BE EVEN GREATER THAN FOR 7158 (WHICH IS INADEQUATE
FOR THE OVERALL EOB REQUIREMENT). ACCORDING TO LOCKHEED, WE CAN ONLY
RELY ON A MAXIMUM OF THREE OVERLAPPING CIRCLES. THE ANALOG BACKUP
MENTIONED IN WHG 0436 WAS NOT MADE KNOWN TO SAC AT THE TIME.
3370 WAS FORWARDED. IN FACT, ON 8 SEP 65, LOCKHEED STATED THAT 7160
WAS TO BE AN ALL DIGITAL PACKAGE, WITH NO ANALOG RECORDED CAPABILITY.
THE ADDITION OF THE NARROW-BAND ANALOG (AND WE ASSUME AN ADJACENT
DIGITAL TRACK) RECORDER SHOULD CERTAINLY HELP IF AN ADEQUATE GROUND
DATA PROCESSING CAPABILITY IS AVAILABLE. NSA INDICATES THAT THEIR
SYSTEM WILL HANDLE THE JOB AND IF THE BASIC SYSTEM IS UNDER-
STOOD CORRECTLY, SAC AGREES; HOWEVER, TO DATE SAC HAS NO KNOWLEDGE
THAT THIS HAS DEMONSTRATED THE CAPABILITY TO ADEQUATELY ACCOMPLISH
THIS TYPE OF PROCESSING.

CFN 3714 X LT COLONEL 0436 2198-5 0436 VOE NOT INTENDED
7158 7158 VOE VDE CANNOT BE VDE AMIE 7160 7158 0436 2198-5 VDE 7160
8 SEP 65 SUNNYVALE LOCKHEED 7160 VDE 7158 2198-5 NOT USED PRI VDE 7158
NOT HAVE 7160 SAC NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 7160 VDE 7158 7158 AMIE
7160 AMIE 7160 AMIE APE 2198-5 7160 7158 EOB LOCKHEED 0436 NOT MADE
SAC 3370 8 SEP 65 7160 NO ANALOG NSA 7158 NO KNOWLEDGE
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